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List of Issues & Major Conclusions 
 

Project ITN #37977 – West Loop Cable Failure 
 This cable failure resulted from human error.  The contractors involved were 

properly qualified and selected, and ComEd had proper procedures and 
practices in place for constructing and operating such cable.  There was no 
fault in ComEd’s practices or in its management and nothing ComEd did 
was imprudent.  No disallowance is warranted.  

 

Urban Underground Facility Reinvestment (“UUFR”) Program 
 Staff witness John Stutsman’s recommendation that the Commission order 

ComEd to implement the UUFR program is premised on his belief that this 
program is necessary for ComEd to provide reliable service.  It is not.  
Rather, it is a program that can further enhance, at additional cost, the 
reliability of underground mainline cable. 

 The Commission should not order ComEd to undertake such projects in a 
rate case where there is no means to fund the additional work. 

 

Plymouth Court Project 
 The Plymouth Court project was justified by the extraordinary impact that a 

Plymouth Court substation outage could have had on critical national 
infrastructure and the Central Business District of Chicago. 

 The Plymouth Court project was not a capacity project and it should not be 
judged under normal capacity planning standards. 

 

Privately Owned Electrical Services 
 Certain residential customers have owned non-standard electrical facilities 

for decades without operational problems.  On the other hand, ordering 
ComEd to attempt to acquire ownership of these assets would cause vexing 
operational issues, even if it could do so. 

 A full study of the operational impacts of this proposal could not be 
completed in the period of time ComEd had to submit rebuttal testimony, but 
some of the operational concerns are identified in this testimony. 
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I. Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Michael B. McMahan.  My business address is 2 Lincoln Centre, 10th Floor, 4 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181. 5 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am Vice President, Smart Grid / Technology for Commonwealth Edison Company 7 

(“ComEd”).  Up until just prior to the filing of this testimony, I was Vice President, 8 

Engineering and Project Management for ComEd. 9 

Q. Are you the same Michael McMahan as previously submitted direct testimony in 10 

this Docket? 11 

A. Yes, I am. 12 

B. Summary of Testimony and Conclusions 13 

Q. What subjects does your testimony address? 14 

A. My testimony addresses four subjects: 15 

 First, in Section II of my testimony, I respond to Staff witness Greg Rockrohr’s 16 

conclusion that a prudence disallowance is appropriate in connection with the 17 

replacement of a distribution cable after it failed (Project ITN #37977).  The initial 18 

event that sparked this cable failure resulted from human error.  The contractors 19 

involved were properly qualified and selected and ComEd had proper procedures and 20 

practices in place for constructing and operating such cable.  There was no fault in 21 

ComEd’s practices or in its management.  Nothing ComEd did was imprudent. 22 
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 In Section III, I address Staff witness John Stutsman’s recommendation that the 23 

Commission order ComEd to implement the Urban Underground Facility 24 

Reinvestment (“UUFR”) program included in ComEd’s Alternative Regulation 25 

proposal.  Mr. Stutsman’s recommendation appears to be premised on a belief that 26 

this program is necessary for ComEd to provide reliable service.  It is not.  Rather, it 27 

is a program that can further enhance, at additional cost, the reliability of 28 

underground mainline cable. 29 

 In Section IV, I address the concerns of Staff witness Mona Elsaid that the Plymouth 30 

Court project is not adequately justified.  This project reinforced a key component of 31 

service to a portion of the Chicago Central Business District (“CBD”).  The 32 

reinforcement ComEd undertook was appropriate given both the risk and the 33 

unacceptable consequences of failure in this instance.  The fact that this equipment 34 

had not catastrophically failed in the past is no reason to accept the risk of failure. 35 

 Finally, in Section V, I briefly address operational aspects of Staff witness 36 

Rockrohr’s recommendation that ComEd become the owner of certain non-standard 37 

electrical facilities that have for decades been owned by residential customers.  In 38 

brief, there is no operational reason this change is necessary.  On the other hand, his 39 

proposal would cause vexing operational issues, even if it could be accomplished.   40 

II. No Disallowance is Justified for the West Loop Cable Failure 41 

Q. Staff witness Rockrohr recommends that the Commission disallow $4,065,248 of 42 

costs associated with ComEd’s Investment Tracking Number (“ITN”) 37977.  43 

Rockrohr Dir., Staff Ex. 6.0, 7-9:148-204.  What work did ComEd perform under 44 

ITN 37977? 45 
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A. ITN 37977 covers work done to repair and restore to service a High Pressure Fluid Filled 46 

(“HPFF”) 138kV high voltage distribution cable (L 14812) that failed on November 20, 47 

2008 in the West Loop area. 48 

Q. What reason did Mr. Rockrohr provide for disallowing the costs of this repair 49 

work? 50 

A. Mr. Rockrohr testifies that he believes ComEd could and should have taken steps to 51 

prevent the failure.  He appears to believe that ComEd had ample information and ample 52 

time prior to the failure to prevent the failure from occurring, so that this investment 53 

should not have been required in the first place.  Rockrohr Dir., Staff Ex. 6.0, 7:163-66.  54 

In essence, he appears to believe that ComEd acted imprudently. 55 

Q. Is Mr. Rockrohr correct? 56 

A. No.  The failure of this line was the result of human error.  I am not an attorney and am 57 

not offering a legal opinion, but it is my understanding that whether ComEd behaved 58 

prudently is a question of whether ComEd’s management acted reasonably, given the 59 

information it knew or should have known at the time.  It is not a question that is 60 

evaluated using hindsight.   61 

In this case, well qualified contractors worked the job and ComEd managed those 62 

contractors appropriately.  Moreover, ComEd had appropriate procedures and practices in 63 

place governing the construction and activation of the line.  In this case, there was human 64 

error by a contractor employee, and ComEd’s procedures and practices were not 65 

followed.  The consequences were serious, but they were not the result of poor 66 

management.  It is not possible to eliminate human error, and it is my understanding that 67 
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costs are not generally disallowable merely because human error was a factor in incurring 68 

a particular cost. 69 

Q. Does Mr. Rockrohr explain the standard under which he reached his opinion? 70 

A. Not exactly.  Mr. Rockrohr explains the “prudent” and “used and useful” criteria he 71 

generally applied to the investment projects he reviewed.  Rockrohr Dir., Staff Ex. 6.0, 5-72 

6:89-147.  However, he did not discuss the specific criteria he considered for 73 

disallowance of these cable replacement costs.  Mr. Rockrohr’s stated position is that 74 

“ComEd had ample information and ample time prior to the failure to prevent the failure 75 

from occurring.”  Id., 7:164-65.  Since Mr. Rockrohr did not focus on any potential 76 

human error that may have caused the line’s failure, it is unclear if Mr. Rockrohr intends 77 

to imply that an error by a ComEd employee or contractor warrants disallowance, or if he 78 

is applying a standard that would only disallow costs if ComEd’s management practices 79 

and actions relevant to the event were not prudent. 80 

Q. Did Mr. Rockrohr explain the basis for his opinion? 81 

A. Yes.  Mr. Rockrohr appears to have relied on his interpretation and analysis of 82 

information contained in ComEd’s internal Event Investigation Report for this incident 83 

produced as a confidential attachment to ComEd’s response to Staff data request GER 84 

7.06.  The complete text of Mr. Rockrohr’s testimony explaining the grounds for his 85 

opinion is as follows:  ***BEGIN CONF 86 

************************************************************87 
************************************************************88 
************************************************************89 
************************************************************90 
************************************************************91 
************************************************************92 
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************************************************************93 
************************************************************94 
************************************************************95 
************************************************************96 
************************************************************97 
************************************************************98 
************************************************************99 
************************************************************100 
************************************************************101 
************************************************************102 
************************************************************103 
************************************************************104 
************************************************************105 
************************************************************106 
************************************************************107 
************************************************************108 
************************************************************109 
************************************************************110 

 ************************************111 

END CONF***  Rockrohr Dir., ICC Staff Ex. 6.0, 7-8:169-91. 112 

Q. Has Mr. Rockrohr drawn a correct conclusion from this explanation? 113 

A. No.  While Mr. Rockrohr has generally described the basic circumstances under which 114 

Line L 14812 failed, he appears to have misinterpreted or misunderstood information 115 

contained in ComEd’s internal investigation report to reach the incorrect conclusion that 116 

ComEd was at fault.  In fact, the failure of the cable was caused by human error and, 117 

indeed, an isolated case where ***BEGIN CONF 118 

************************************************************************119 

************************************************************************120 

END *******************************************************************121 

CONF***  ComEd selected properly qualified contractors and had proper procedures and 122 

practices in place.  There was no fault in ComEd’s practices or in its management.  123 

Nothing ComEd did was imprudent. 124 
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Q. ***BEGIN CONF ******************************************************* 125 

************************************************************************126 

 *********************************************************127 

A. ************************************************************************128 

************************************************************************129 

************************************************************************130 

************************************************************************131 

************************************************************************132 

 *************************133 

Q.  *******************************************134 

A. ************************************************************************135 

************************************************************************136 

************************************************************************137 

************************************************************************138 

************************************************************************139 

************************************************************************140 

************************************************************************141 

 ******142 

Q.  ******************************************************143 

A. ************************************************************************144 

************************************************************************145 

************************************************************************146 
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************************************************************************147 

************************************************************************148 

************************************************************************149 

************************************************************************150 

************************************************************************151 

************************************************************************152 

************************************************************************153 

************************************************************************154 

************************************************************************155 

************************************************************************156 

 END CONF*** *********157 

Q. Did ComEd have any procedures or practices controlling the operation of isolation 158 

valves for HPFF lines in October of 2006? 159 

A. Yes.  ComEd had written procedures and practices at the time indicating that only 160 

authorized ComEd personnel are allowed to operate valves.  ComEd employees receive 161 

training regarding these procedures and practices, and those procedures and practices 162 

were also reviewed with outside contractors and their subcontractors.  Specifically, the 163 

provisions of the procedure on Alterations to Underground Transmission Equipment 164 

Containing High Pressure Insulating Fluid (CM-CE-P022) specify that “Transmission 165 

Engineering has functional control of the High Pressure Fluid Filled Underground 166 

Transmissions System” (sec. 4.3) and “Hydraulic valve operations are to be operated by 167 

the Transmission Underground Group's qualified personnel only.” (sec. 4.5)  ComEd also 168 

had procedures for line livening, including a “Ready to Start” checklist. 169 
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Q. Were ComEd’s procedures reasonable and prudent in your opinion? 170 

A. Yes.  Only persons knowledgeable about isolation valves and their purpose and function 171 

should operate them.  This procedure is reasonable and prudent to ensure the proper 172 

operation of ComEd’s transmission systems using high pressure fluid filled systems.  173 

ComEd had proper training and dissemination of this procedure and, as indicated above, 174 

workers and subcontractors on the initial construction of this line demonstrated 175 

familiarity with this procedure.  ***BEGIN CONF  ******************************176 

************************************************************************177 

************************************************************************178 

 END CONF*** ***************179 

Q. Did ComEd take any action to verify that these procedures and practices were 180 

understood? 181 

A. Yes.  ComEd’s contractors and employees are trained.  We also know from interviews 182 

that ComEd’s procedures and practices were well understood by the employees and 183 

contractors involved in the initial construction of this line.   184 

Q. Mr. Rockrohr states that ***BEGIN CONF  ******************************185 

************************************************************************186 

************************************************************************187 

 ********************188 

A. ************************************************************************189 

************************************************************************190 

************************************************************************191 
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************************************************************************192 

************************************************************************193 

  END *****************************************************************194 

CONF***  This entry does not indicate any lack of prudence by ComEd.  195 

Q. Was ComEd prudent in its selection of Kenny Construction Company to perform 196 

the initial installation of this HPFF line? 197 

A. Yes.  Kenny Construction Company (“KCC”) was and is a Contractor of Choice 198 

(“COC”) for ComEd, and had performed prior work for ComEd without any performance 199 

warranty issues.  In fact, KCC has worked on over 300 jobs for ComEd, ranging from 200 

$1,000 to $51 million.  Further, on this job, KCC partnered with Sargent & Lundy, M.J. 201 

Electric, and Nash Brothers Construction, three qualified subcontractors for the various 202 

aspects of the work assigned to them.  In particular, Sargent & Lundy, who was tasked 203 

with inspection and quality control had decades of experience with these types of 204 

projects.  In short, KCC and its subcontractors were highly qualified, and ComEd’s prior 205 

experience with KCC provided no basis for ComEd to have concerns about KCC’s ability 206 

to perform the required work in a quality and workmanlike manner. 207 

Q. Mr. Rockrohr also states that ***BEGIN CONF  ******************************208 

************************************************************************209 

************************************************************************210 

************************************************************************211 

************************************************************************212 

************************************************************************213 
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************************************************************************214 

************************************************************************215 

************************************************************************216 

 ******************************217 

A. ************************************************************************218 

************************************************************************219 

 END CONF*** ****220 

Observing oil in a manhole does not indicate that some item in the manhole is 221 

necessarily the source of oil and it would certainly be improper to assume that an 222 

observation of oil is indicative of a pipe leak.  Manholes are not air or water tight and are 223 

exposed to elements including street traffic.  It is not uncommon for there to be oil in 224 

manholes from external sources, such as road traffic or someone dumping motor oil in 225 

the street which then runs into a manhole.   It is also common for water to be present in a 226 

manhole, and a relatively small amount of oil will form an oily sheen that covers the full 227 

surface of the water.  Oil can enter a manhole from external sources (and these manholes 228 

were located in public streets), and ***BEGIN CONF  ****************************229 

************************************************************************230 

 ********231 

Q. ************************************************************************232 

 **********233 

A. ************************************************************************234 

************************************************************************235 

************************************************************************236 
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************************************************************************237 

************************************************************************238 

 END *****************************************************************239 

CONF***  240 

Q. Did ComEd have a procedure or practice in the 2006 through 2008 time period 241 

regarding reporting the presence of oil in a manhole? 242 

A. Yes.  ComEd had a procedure for Oil Spill Reporting and Response Fundamentals, EN-243 

ED-2002, which describes the steps necessary to report the discharge of oil, document the 244 

condition and adhere to local and regulatory guidelines. ComEd’s periodic manhole 245 

inspection had a practice that upon finding oil conditions within a manhole a work 246 

request was to be issued to investigate the quantity and cause of the oil per WM-ED-247 

PO13, and it was a common practice to report the presence of oil in a manhole per WM-248 

ED-P013.  This practice has been in place for some time and it is understood and 249 

generally respected.  250 

Q. ***BEGIN CONF  *******************************************************251 

************************************************************************252 

 ****************253 

A. ************************************************************************254 

************************************************************************255 

************************************************************************256 

************************************************************************257 

************************************************************************258 
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************************************************************************259 

************************************************************************260 

************************************************************************261 

 ************************************************************************262 

 **************263 

Q. ************************************************************************264 

************************************************************************265 

************************************************************************266 

 *******************************************************************267 

A. ************************************************************************268 

************************************************************************269 

************************************************************************270 

************************************************************************271 

************************************************************************272 

************************************************************************273 

************************************************************************274 

************************************************************************275 

************************************************************************276 

 ************************************************************************277 

 END CONF*** ***********278 
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Q. To the extent that Mr. Rockrohr relied on any improvements or enhancements 279 

recommended or adopted as a result of ComEd’s internal investigation report to 280 

reach his opinion, would such reliance be appropriate? 281 

A. Counsel advises that there may be legal issues regarding reliance on any post-event 282 

improvements or enhancements to assess prudence.  Furthermore, it would not be 283 

appropriate or reasonable to rely on recommendations made in any ComEd investigative 284 

report to assess prudence given ComEd’s philosophy and treatment of internal 285 

investigations.  ComEd internal investigations are generally designed and intended to 286 

reduce or eliminate the possibility of recurrence, and reflect an underlying philosophy 287 

that continuous improvement is both possible and desirable.  As a result, it would be 288 

virtually impossible for an internal investigation to not contain recommended 289 

improvements to reduce or eliminate the possibility of recurrence.  Thus, any 290 

recommended improvements or enhancements do not reflect an assessment of existing 291 

procedures or practices, but rather reflect ComEd’s philosophy that enhancements or 292 

improvements are always possible and should be made to meet ComEd’s goal of 293 

continuous improvement. 294 

Q. What is your overall conclusion regarding whether ComEd acted in a prudent 295 

manner with respect to its procedures, practices, and actions relevant to this line 296 

failure? 297 

A. ComEd manages the construction and operation of underground cable prudently and 298 

properly.  Indeed, ComEd had procedures and practices in place that may have prevented 299 

the line failure if perfectly followed.  The fact that human error occurred here – and, 300 

indeed, error contrary to ComEd procedure – does not prove or show that ComEd failed 301 
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to manage the construction and operation of this underground cable prudently and 302 

properly.  Individual human mistakes, although unfortunate, are inevitable and a fact of 303 

doing business; ComEd controls and limits them exceptionally well.  This is evident in 304 

our world-class safety and accident performance. 305 

III. UUIR / UUFR – Response to Staff Proposal to Mandate Work 306 

Q. Staff witness John Stutsman recommends that the “Commission order ComEd to 307 

undertake the [UUFR] project irrespective of whether ComEd receives approval of 308 

its alternative regulation proposal.”  Stutsman Dir., Staff Ex. 9.0, p. 7.  Is 309 

undertaking the UUFR project necessary for ComEd to meet acceptable reliability 310 

standards?   311 

A. No.  ComEd’s reliability performance, including in areas served by underground 312 

mainline cable, has not been deficient.  Rather, as we have repeatedly stated, the UUFR 313 

project is a means of improving reliability to customers above those minimum standards.  314 

Q. Are ComEd’s existing inspection and maintenance practices reasonable? 315 

A. Yes.  ComEd’s existing manhole inspection and maintenance practices are well within 316 

the range of business and engineering decisions that a reasonable utility would make 317 

based on the information known.  ComEd’s existing manhole maintenance and inspection 318 

cycle is consistent with the inspection recommendation by Siemens that was prepared for 319 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications & Energy. 320 

ComEd’s manhole inspection procedure CM-CE-P319, formerly CM-CE-221002, 321 

Inspection Process for Distribution Manholes and Components, inspects the structural 322 

integrity and the condition of the joint, cable and all cable support components.  323 
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Q. Does the fact that performing additional work can provide additional reliability 324 

benefits alone warrant a recommendation like Mr. Stutsman’s that includes no 325 

funding for the additional work? 326 

A. No.  The fact that investing tens of millions of additional dollars in a project can benefit 327 

customers by further improving reliability and system performance is not, standing alone, 328 

a reason to order ComEd to undertake that work.  In order to spend money, ComEd must 329 

have reasonable assurance of getting the money to spend.  There are always beneficial 330 

projects that could be undertaken if money were no object.  But, the purpose of a rate 331 

case is to determine ComEd’s just and reasonable costs of service and provide for their 332 

recovery, not to order ComEd to perform tens of millions of dollars of extra work and 333 

incur tens of millions of dollars of extra costs that are not in ComEd’s rates. 334 

Q. Why, from an operational perspective, would ComEd not just go ahead and 335 

implement the UUFR project regardless of whether its Alternative Regulation plan 336 

is approved? 337 

A. It is a costly project, involving $45 million in additional Operations and Maintenance 338 

expense and capital investment over an 18 month period.  Undertaking that project 339 

without funding would displace other work which ComEd believes to be higher priority.     340 

Q. Is the cost of the UUFR project included in ComEd’s proposed revenue 341 

requirement? 342 

A. No.  No part of the UUFR project’s cost is included in the revenue requirement. 343 
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IV. Justification for the Plymouth Court Feeders Project 344 

Q. Before proceeding further, could you briefly summarize again the nature and 345 

purpose of the Plymouth Court Feeders project? 346 

A. The Plymouth Court Feeders project involved the investment of $8.96 million in new 347 

12kV feeders, switches, associated cable, splicing, and station equipment that provides 348 

supply to a portion of the Chicago Central Business District (CBD).  The project 349 

permanently transferred one “network group” (a set of interconnected distribution lines) 350 

from Plymouth Court Substation (TSS 49) to State Street TSS 126 and provided backup 351 

for the remaining two network groups supplied by Plymouth Substation. 352 

Q. Why did ComEd undertake this project? 353 

A. This project was required to eliminate a high-consequence, low probability risk to the 354 

reliability of supply to the Chicago Central Business District in case of equipment 355 

outages.  Chicago is the third largest city in the United States and a critical commercial 356 

and industrial hub for the national economy.  We must consider the effects extremely 357 

long outages can have on the ability of the City to function, as well as their effects on 358 

individual customers.   359 

Q. Does the fact that a substation meets capacity planning criteria mean that any 360 

reinforcement of that substation was imprudent or unjustified? 361 

A. No.  Planning a delivery system is about more than simply assuring adequate capacity 362 

under contingency conditions.  Among the other factors that must be considered are the 363 

impact of an outage on customers and the economy, and the difficulty, expense, and 364 

duration of the restoration effort required.  Thus, for example, an outage at O’Hare 365 

Airport or in an area with many high rise buildings will have a greater potential impact 366 
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than an outage in a region of single family homes.  Likewise, an outage that takes days or 367 

weeks to remedy is simply unacceptable; while an outage with greater impact that can be 368 

corrected in a short period can be a lower priority.   369 

As I stated in my direct testimony, the purpose of this project was not to add 370 

capacity.  The prior system was able to provide adequate capacity.   371 

Q. Does that mean that ComEd needs to be concerned about the appropriateness of its 372 

system planning criteria? 373 

A. No.  The Plymouth Court project did not remedy a lack of capacity.  It addressed an 374 

extraordinarily high consequence, low probability risk.  Our capacity planning criteria are 375 

correctly set, but we must also recognize situations that are not purely capacity issues. 376 

Q. What reliability issue did the project address? 377 

A. The Plymouth Court project addressed the extraordinary consequences of a specific 378 

failure circumstance that ComEd did not think could be ignored.  The City of Chicago 379 

likewise identified the consequences of a Plymouth Court outage as so significant that the 380 

completion of this project was viewed as a necessity.  The City pointed to the tremendous 381 

economic loss and impact on the function of the Central Business District and the 382 

resulting impact on the national economy, as well as the impact on particular customers.  383 

ComEd concurred with City on the need to address this risk.  In particular, in the event of 384 

the loss of supply to customers served out of Plymouth Court, outages of up to one month 385 

in duration could have resulted.  In the absence of this reinforcement project, backup 386 

feeders would not have been readily available to all affected customers and many would 387 

have been left out of service until more complex switching operations or other remedial 388 
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and more time consuming action could be taken.  Such outages, particularly to a densely 389 

populated area of a major city, are simply unacceptable, regardless of the question of 390 

adequacy of capacity.   391 

Q. Staff witness Ms. Mona Elsaid (Elsaid Dir., Staff Ex. 7.0) emphasizes that a failure 392 

like this has not yet occurred at Plymouth Court station.  Does this mean that the 393 

risk to Plymouth Court was not real or could have been properly discounted?  394 

A. No.  First off, ComEd has had failures of complete substations.  Those failures can occur 395 

for a variety of reasons.  Moreover, the fact that such a failure has not yet occurred at 396 

Plymouth Court is no reason to let the risk go unaddressed.  We address reliability threats 397 

regardless of whether they have already resulted in a failure, and we cannot apply 398 

planning criteria in a vacuum.  ComEd needs to consider both the probability and the 399 

consequences of a foreseeable failure.  The failure scenario that this project addressed is 400 

not unrealistic and it could be triggered by realistic events (e.g., a major fire).  The 401 

investment of less than $9 million to prevent outages of up to a month in duration within 402 

the Chicago CBD was a wise and prudent investment. 403 

V. Ownership of Residential Facilities 404 

Q. Mr. Rockrohr also recommends that ComEd “assume” ownership of certain non-405 

standard customer-owned facilities used to bring power from the ComEd system 406 

into privately owned residential property.  Does that recommendation pose 407 

operational difficulties? 408 

A. Yes.  First and foremost, there is no operational reason necessitating this 409 

recommendation.  Customer ownership of electric facilities on their own property and 410 

dedicated to their own use has not posed a safety or reliability issue.  By contrast, Mr. 411 
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Rockrohr’s recommendation would be expensive and difficult to accomplish – if it could 412 

be accomplished fully at all – and would create operational issues. 413 

Q. Why do you say that it would be “expensive and difficult to accomplish – if it could 414 

be accomplished fully at all?” 415 

A. I know of no way that ComEd can “assume” ownership of those facilities.  They are 416 

customer-owned property.  Since Mr. Rockrohr does not recommend using condemnation 417 

authority, any transfer would have to be voluntary.  There is no way to accomplish this 418 

without individually identifying each customer who owns such facilities and then 419 

cataloging each item of property they own.  ComEd would then need to approach those 420 

customers to determine if they would voluntarily assign ownership of the property along 421 

with required access rights.  Because ComEd does not have records identifying the 422 

customer owned property, or the customers that own it, this would be a significant 423 

undertaking.  In addition, some customers may elect to transfer ownership while others 424 

may not. 425 

Q. Could this process create additional operational difficulties? 426 

A. Yes.  It seems likely that if ComEd undertook that effort, some customers would agree 427 

and some would not.  This will create a very complex and difficult situation for ComEd 428 

crews in the field.  When, for example, during a restoration effort, they come across an 429 

installation like this, they will not know – until property records can be verified – whether 430 

the non-standard facilities on private property are ComEd owned or customer owned.  431 

Delay and/or errors are certain under these circumstances. 432 
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In addition, I understand that the Union local that has jurisdiction over residential 433 

electrical overhead wiring and poles serving a customer and located on that customer’s 434 

property beyond the first “ComEd span” is the trades local and not the local that includes 435 

ComEd’s line crew.  At a minimum, Mr. Rockrohr’s proposal would require 436 

renegotiation of existing labor contracts and work jurisdictions between locals.  437 

Obviously, the Commission cannot regulate the Unions and if an agreement were not 438 

reached, the operational challenges caused by Mr. Rockrohr’s recommendation would be 439 

multiplied still further. 440 

Q. Do you have any additional operational concerns about Mr. Rockrohr’s proposal? 441 

A. Yes.  Requiring ComEd crews to enter portions of private residential property – 442 

particularly the types of large residential properties that have such non-standard services 443 

– to conduct what is necessarily intrusive maintenance or repair (e.g., tree trimming or 444 

removal, resetting or setting poles or guy wires, etc.) is a certain recipe for conflict with 445 

customers.  While I understand that our tariffs may give ComEd the legal right to conduct 446 

necessary work, disputes will inevitably arise.  At a minimum, this will negatively impact 447 

customer service and increase the likelihood of conflict and complaints; at the worst, it 448 

poses risks to our crews.   449 

Q. Mr. Rockrohr also asks that ComEd “explain in its rebuttal testimony how 450 

assuming such ownership would affect its distribution operations and maintenance 451 

costs.”  How has ComEd attempted to respond? 452 

A. As I stated above, Mr. Rockrohr’s recommendation would be a difficult and expensive 453 

proposition to implement.  I have explained how attempting to acquire ownership would 454 
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in several ways affect our distribution work.  However, in the roughly four weeks that 455 

ComEd has to prepare rebuttal testimony, it simply was not possible to develop 456 

quantitative studies of the impact on our total costs, nor to identify every way in which 457 

such a change might impact our operations.  458 

VI. Conclusion 459 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony? 460 

A. Yes. 461 


